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Language Taster Lesson Plan

Language: Mandarin
Session time: 45 minutes
Topic: Greetings and Parts of the body
Lesson objective: By the end of the lesson pupils will have learnt some basic greetings in Chinese and will be able to name parts of the body

Objectives	Activity	Resources	Grouping	Skills	Time
Welcome	Welcome and greet students in Mandarin Chinese.	Slide 1	Whole group		1’
Introduce lesson objectives	Explain the learning objectives: what they will learn and answer any questions they may have.	Slide 2	Whole class		1’
Introduce Chinese greetings and basic courtesies	Introduce basic greetings and courtesies. Pupils then work in pairs/whole class to practice greetings in Mandarin.	Slide 3 	Whole classIn pairs	SpeakingListening	2’
Introduce how to ask someone’s name	Introduce the phrases and drill them with the whole class.Nĭ  jiào shēn me? Wǒ  jiào Jack.Then get them to practice in pairs; afterwards, ask a few pairs to the front to demonstrate.	Power point 4 /5	Whole classIn pairs	SpeakingListening	5’
Introduce the parts of the body	Teach vocabulary on the parts of body and drill the new words with pupils. 	slide 6- 14	Whole classSmall groups	SpeakingListeningReading	5’
Recap these words by looking at pictures	Students need to say the word in Mandarin Chinese while the teacher shows each picture to check whether they can remember them and correct them when students get it wrong. 	Slide 15	Whole class	Speaking Listening	2’
Practice in context	Play a game ”Touch Face ”Show two faces on the slide and ask for two volunteersCover students’ eyes with a blindfoldsThe teacher / a student says a part of the body, the students try to pinpoint it in the pictureAsk the class who is correct / the closest. The person who points to the right place in the picture will win; the other person sits back down and another volunteer is chosen. 	Slide 16. Two cardboard arrows with blutack on the back to fix on the board.Two blind folds to cover the eyes.	Whole class	ListeningSpeaking	5’
Practice new vocabulary 	Introduce new words with pictures and ask students to repeat the words. Quick check whether they can pronounce all the words correctly. 	Slide 17/18/19	Whole class Small groups	SpeakingListeningReading	3’
Practice all words learnt in context	Activity: “Pinpoint Nose” Teacher gives an order, students point to the right part of their own body as quickly as possible; once students know the rules, teacher can give orders faster. Then this activity will be repeated in pairs.	Slide 20	Whole class In pairs	SpeakingListening	5’
Learn two adjectives and practice in context	Teach the two adjectives “big” and “small”. Ask two volunteers to come to the board, the teacher calls out phrases, such as “big eyes”, “small ears”, they have to point to the part of the right bodies. The first person to point to the correct part first is the winner, the other person sits back down and another volunteer is chosen.  	Slide 21/22 Use long rulers to point to the pictures	Whole classIn pairs	ListeningSpeaking	5’
Students show progress by describing people in Mandarin 	Activity: Read and DrawTeacher reads a few sentences to describe one boy and girl’s features. For example, Wendy lian xiao, yanjing da,  bizi xiao, zui da, erduo xiao. Tom yanjing xiao, bizi da, zui xiao, erduo da, lian daStudents draw their picturesAsk students to show their pictures to each other to see whether the person they have drawn has the same features. 	Slide 23, mini whiteboards, pens and mini board rubbers	Whole classIndividual work	SpeakingListening	5’
Practise reading and writing the words in Mandarin	This activity is to help them further in writing in Mandarin Chinese. Students are given the worksheet on which they have to complete two tasks: (1) label the parts of the body; (2) create a monster and describe it in Mandarin Chinese. 	Slide 24 Worksheet Students check their exercise using slide 25	Independent work	ReadingWriting 	5’
Summarize the lesson 	Check what students have learnt and how they feel about learning Mandarin etc. by asking questions related to the lesson	Slide 26	Whole class	Speaking	1’


